Editorial Board News

T

he SMA News is pleased to welcome its latest addition to the Editorial Board. Below is a tongue-in-cheek introduction.
Dr John Chiam (MBBS, 1998) fantasizes about himself as a passionate activist against all the injustices meted out to the sick,
weak and oppressed. After having countless letters rejected by the “Her World” magazine, he has finally been reduced to
airing his opinions and grievances on the SMA News. When he’s not flying around with his red underpants worn on the outside and
a billowing red cape about him, he’s actually a mild-mannered Registrar undergoing dual accreditation in Internal Medicine and
Dermatology. ■
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principles of medical ethics, and to find
ways to apply them, and make them
relevant, to daily clinical practice.
During the second half of the
MASEAN Dinner, the SMA CMEP was
officially launched, together with its
first publication “Medical Malpractice
in Singapore”. (See page 12 for a report.)
Autographed copies were presented to all
the dinner guests.

From left to right: Dr Wong Chiang Yin, A/Prof Cheong Pak Yean

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE COUNTRY REPORTS
(Note: The full reports are available on the MASEAN website at http://www.masean.org)
TASKFORCE ON GATS & AFAS:
Although the implementation of AFTA has been postponed to 2005, MASEAN member associations were urged to start planning
for the implementation of AFTA, and to find common grounds. The meeting also agreed that the MASEAN Secretariat would submit
the MASEAN-AFTA paper to the ASEAN Ministerial Meeting, and to seek an audience at its next meeting in Kuala Lumpur in 2003.
CAMBODIA
At its 6th Annual Meeting, it was recommended that the new Council of the Cambodian Medical Association (CMA) set up a
sub-committee to prepare a draft to amend some articles of the CMA statute, according to the harmonisation of the cultural and
socio-economic situation in Cambodia and the region.
MALAYSIA
The Malaysian Medical Association (MMA), had many meetings with the various ministries and external organisations, to help solve
problems faced by the profession.
The MMA, through its Penang Branch, hosted the 19th Triennial Conference of the Commonwealth Medical Association
(CMA) on “Promoting Sexual and Reproductive Health Services in Developing Countries”, and the joint Commonwealth
Medical Association Trust and MMA Workshop on “Human Rights and Medical Ethics”. Datuk Dr P. Krishnan, MMA’s Immediate
Past President, was also installed as the President of the CMA.
MYANMAR
Professor Mya Tu’s Oration on “Humanism and Ethics in Medical Practice, Health Services, Medical Education and Medical Research” was
distributed at the 1st Myanmar Academy of Medical Science Oration, to all delegates attending the 48th Myanmar Medical Conference.
SINGAPORE
One of the more pressing issues involved the provisional liquidation of the United Medical Protection (UMP), an Australian-based
mutual medical indemnity provider, which covers more than 30% of the medical profession in Singapore. The SMA continues to
monitor the situation in Australia, make representations to UMP Australia and the Singapore government, as well as to update
members on the situation.
The SMA Ethics Committee also formed a workgroup on “Avoid Medical Accidents – Improve Patient Information” (AMA-IPI),
to address the rising number of claims of large amounts reported in the local press, the perceived need for reform, and to deal with
the root causes of medical litigation and complaints.
THAILAND
The Medical Association of Thailand participated in and sponsored the “Ethics of Medical Students” project, which was aimed at
training medical students how to adjust and develop ethical practice. The Ethics Committee also published a textbook on
“Medical Ethics” for medical students, which has been distributed all over the country since 2000.
VIETNAM
Founded in 1955, the membership of the Vietnam General Association of Medicine and Pharmacy (VGAMP), which numbered only
200 on the day of its foundation, has now reached a total of over 60,000. ■
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